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EDI in the Cloud
for Acumatica

BENEFITS

GO BEYOND “COMPLIANCE” BY INTEGRATING EDI AND ERP

hhAn ideal solution for
manufacturers, distributors and
other businesses that need to
quickly and accurately fulfill and
ship orders based on trading
partners’ specific requirements

For manufacturers, distributors and other supply chain partners using Acumatica
cloud ERP, TrueCommerce offers a complete, cloud-based solution that makes it
easy and affordable to comply with customers’ EDI requirements. But its business
value goes far beyond that. TrueCommerce integrates seamlessly with Acumatica,
eliminating time-consuming manual tasks to accelerate and automate sales order
processing.

hhEnd-to-end, cloud-based
EDI solution especially for
Acumatica, developed and
supported by one trusted source
hhRobust Acumatica integration
automates order, order
acknowledgments and invoice
processing and eliminates
manual tasks—making EDI
a strategic investment that
improves competitiveness and
pays for itself again and again
through time, effort and cost
savings
hhCritical process controls like unit
price verification andduplicate
order checking provide crucial
validations that prevent errors
and eliminate chargebacks from
customers

With an intuitive interface, low total cost of ownership and on-demand scalability to
handle growth and seasonal order spikes, TrueCommerce can help you maximize
efficiency and customer satisfaction—liberating your business to focus on new
opportunities!
Now you can automate many time-consuming everyday tasks associated with your
EDI sales channel, such as creating sales orders in Acumatica from incoming purchase
orders, and sending invoices and purchase order acknowledgements to your
customers. This eliminates the need to rekey information and helps reduce errors.
Built-in process controls further reduce potential errors by ensuring that unit pricing,
purchase order numbers and items are validated before processing transactions
to Acumatica. TrueCommerce will even alert you to invalid fields before sending
transactions, which eliminates potential chargebacks from customers and prevents
errors that could slow the order-to-cash cycle.
Like your cloud-based Acumatica ERP, TrueCommerce gives you all the advantages
of a hosted deployment, including anytime/anywhere access, simplified maintenance
and IT cost savings. We also offer best-in-class, hands-on service and support that
includes automatic updates to your trading partner maps at no additional charge. Plus,
there are no annual contracts and no maintenance fees to worry about.
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TRUECOMMERCE FOR
ACUMATICA FEATURES AND
BENEFITS
Robust Integration for Greater
Efficiency and Customer Satisfaction:
hhThe integration automates sales order
and invoice transactions, including
inbound purchase orders, outbound
invoices and outbound purchase order
acknowledgements.
hhFor drop-ship orders, marketplace
and ecommerce orders, automatically
create new customers within
Acumatica when you export the
EDI purchase order.
hhSupport for user-defined fields
lets you extend the integration to
automate the exchange of EDI or
eCommerce data specific to your
business or your customers.

hhEliminate costly chargebacks and
improve your vendor scorecard.

High-Value, Web-Based Add-Ons
Streamline Order Processing Even More:

hhHandle increased order volume
without adding staff.

hhYou can schedule and automate
data exchanges between
Acumatica and your TrueCommerce
solution with the TrueCommerce
Scheduler™ add-on.

Built-in Process Controls Ensure Data
Integrity, Reduce Errors and Minimize
Chargebacks:
hhThe TrueCommerce solution
validates fields prior to sending
transactions and alerts you to any
fields with missing data, helping to
optimize turnaround time on orders
and reduce chargebacks from
customers.
hhYou can automatically validate unit
pricing, purchase order numbers
and items before processing
transactions to Acumatica.
hhNo more rejection of inaccurate
invoices to slow down payment.

hhTrueCommerce Labeling™ add-on
makes it easy to create and print
UCC-128 labels to meet customer
needs and further streamline your
shipping processes.
hhThe TrueCommerce Packing List
add-on simplifies the management
of all trading partner requirements
for packing list templates, including
content, data and graphics—and
automatically updates them when
your partners make changes, at no
additional charge.

hhSpeed up order processing and
fulfillment to ship faster while
improving accuracy.

ABOUT TRUECOMMERCE
TrueCommerce revolutionizes trading
partner connectivity, visibility, and
collaboration by linking suppliers,
retail hubs and end consumers in
one global commerce network. From
the factory to the warehouse, from
distributor to retail storefront, achieve
new levels of business connectivity
and performance with the world’s
most complete commerce network.
Connect. Integrate. Accelerate.

THE TRUECOMMERCE TEAM IS HERE TO HELP!
If you have any questions regarding TrueCommerce, or how our solutions apply
to your business, our passionate, customer focused team is here for you.

Call us today at 888.430.4489
www.truecommerce.com
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